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Abstract
Photon tracing and density estimation are well established techniques in global illumination computation and rendering of high-quality animation sequences. Using traditional density estimation techniques it is difficult to remove stochastic noise inherent for photon-based methods while avoiding
overblurring lighting details. In this paper we investigate the use of bilateral filtering for lighting
reconstruction based on the local density of photon hit points. Bilateral filtering is applied in
spatio-temporal domain and provides control over
the level-of-details in reconstructed lighting. All
changes of lighting below this level are treated as
stochastic noise and are suppressed. Bilateral filtering proves to be efficient in preserving sharp features in lighting which is in particular important for
high-quality caustic reconstruction. Also, flickering between subsequent animation frames is substantially reduced due to extending bilateral filtering into temporal domain.

cause unpleasant flickering and shimmering effects
when this coherence is lost.

Figure 1: Density estimation photon tracing algorithm [18]: the lighting function is known implicitly
as the density of photon hit points for each mesh element in the scene.

In recent years, several global illumination algorithms have been proposed that exploit temporal coherence between frames to improve the computation
efficiency and reduce temporal aliasing (refer to [3]
1. Introduction
for a recent survey on this topic). In this work we
build upon an algorithm proposed by Myszkowski
The rendering of high-quality CG movies featuring et al. [14], in which stochastic photon tracing from
global illumination effects is considered very expen- light sources towards meshed surfaces in the scene
sive. The main reason of such cost is the design of was performed (refer to Figure 1). To reconstruct
global illumination algorithms which are optimized indirect illumination photons hitting each mesh elfor static scenes only. In practice this means that ement were collected in temporal domain for the
when such algorithms are used for a dynamic scene, previous and subsequent frames until a significant
all computations have to be repeated from scratch change of illumination due to moving objects was
even when only minor changes take place.
detected or a sufficient number of photons was colAn important issue in terms of frame quality is lected. The perception-based Animation Quality
temporal aliasing in animations. Many typical errors Metric was used to decide upon the stopping condiin lighting computation and reconstruction cannot tion for the photon tracing depending on the percepbe perceived by the human observer when they are tibility of stochastic noise (resulting from collectcoherent in temporal domain. However, they may ing too few photons) in the reconstructed illumination. The paper by Myszkowski et al. emphasized
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on the perceptual aspects of steering the global illumination computation and the processing of photons






was limited to simple sharing those photons between
frames.
In this paper, we focus on spatio-temporal photon processing whose main goal is the improvement
of quality in reconstructed surface illumination by
reducing the amount of spatial and temporal blur
while keeping the stochastic noise below the perceivable level.
The temporal blur is a result of collecting photons in temporal domain in those scene regions in
which lighting changes quickly. In such regions
some photon paths computed for previous frames
can be invalid for the currently processed frame due
to dynamic changes in the scene. To reduce the
temporal blur such invalid photons should not be
considered and if too few photons are collected in
temporal domain to satisfy noise error criteria, the
remaining photons must be collected in spatial domain. This in turn may lead to spatial blur in the
reconstructed illumination. To reduce this effect the
missing photons must be collected only in the neighboring scene regions with coherent (similar) illumination. Collecting photons across the edges of
high illumination contrast inherently leads to lighting patterns blurring. Similarly, in temporal domain collecting photons for abruptly changing lighting leads to temporal blur. Clearly, a photon density
estimation method capable of reducing stochastic
noise while detecting such abrupt spatio-temporal
changes of lighting over meshed surfaces is needed.
We propose to extend traditional photon density estimation methods by using spatio-temporal
bilateral filtering to reduce stochastic noise while
preventing excessive blurring in reconstructed lighting. For lighting estimation of each mesh element
photons collected for neighboring mesh elements in
space-time domain are considered but the influence
of elements with significantly different illumination
is suppressed by bilateral filtering. This means that
extremely noisy illumination estimates (outliers) as
well as estimates resulting from abrupt changes of
illumination distribution both in space and time domains are filtered out. As a result better space-time
resolution of lighting patterns is obtained while at
the same time spatio-temporal noise is significantly
reduced. Also, the computation efficiency is significantly improved by reducing the number of photons required to achieve high-quality animations in
respect to traditional frame-by-frame rendering approaches.
In the following section we briefly discuss previous work on space-time solutions for global illumination and density estimation. Then, we discuss
basic characteristics of bilateral filtering in the con-

text of our space-time density estimation problem.
In Section 4 we overview our rendering algorithm
which takes advantage of spatio-temporal coherence
in lighting for subsequent animation frames. In Section 5 we present our algorithm of lighting reconstruction based on bilateral filtering. In Section 6
we show the results obtained using our techniques
and we conclude this work in Section 7.

2. Previous Work
In the following section we discuss only those global
illumination techniques which exploit temporal coherence in the computation and can handle efficiently both camera and object motion in the scene.
In Section 2.2 we remind basic photon density estimation algorithms that lead to a direct rendering of
photon maps.

2.1. Global Illumination for Animations
Temporal coherence in global illumination computations [3] can be considered at various levels ranging from ready to display shaded pixels to simple
visibility samples shared between frames. Making
use of the coherence at a higher level is generally the
approach chosen for interactive applications where
fast response time is a crucial factor. For example
in the Render Cache technique [19] shaded pixels
are re-projected from the previous frames to the current frame, and in the Shading Cache technique [16]
working in the object space illumination samples are
reused for mesh vertices.
Considering temporal coherence at lower levels, e.g., at the level of single photon paths, usually results in more flexibility in sharing information
for many frames at once. Myszkowski et al. [14]
and Dmitriev et al. [5] reuse photon hit points
in their view-independent stochastic photon tracing techniques. The major drawback of those techniques is over-blurring lighting details due to simple histogram-based photon density reconstruction.
Havran et al. [9] reuse complete photon paths from
the light source to the eye by extending the viewdependent bi-directional path tracing algorithm into
temporal domain. The method significantly improves the animation rendering efficiency in respect
to its frame-by-frame counterpart. However, it still
requires extensive computation (the cost depends directly on the resolution of frames) to reduce stochastic noise to non-perceivable level.
The temporal coherence can be also considered
in the computation of form factors and light propa-

predefined maximum number of photon  is collected. This approach significantly reduced blur in
the proximity of high-contrast discontinuities in the
lighting function at expense of adding some noise in
those regions.
Walter [20] considers kernel-based density estimation methods with adaptively controlled kernel
width which adjusts to local illumination complexity using perceptually-motivated criteria. Walter applies statistical bias detection techniques to automatically enhance under-resolved illumination features
and eliminates boundary bias using a local polynomial density estimation method.
The space-time approaches to density estimation are considered only in two works. Cammarano
and Jensen [1] proposed an object space solution for
motion blur in which photons are stored with time
stamps and the nearest photons in space-time are
considered for lighting reconstruction. Myszkowski
et al. [14] uses a simple histogram method for spacetime photon processing. We extend the latter work
by using the bilateral filtering in order to eliminate
photons with significantly different space-time distributions from local illumination estimates. We
experiment also with other space-time photon pro2.2. Density Estimation
cessing schemes such as simple Gaussian filters.
The classic density estimation problem can be stated Our current framework does not require photon hit
as the construction of an estimate of the prob- points storage, simply the number of hits is counted
ability density function from the observed data for each mesh element. This reduces significantly
points [15]. Thus, the reconstruction of the light- the memory requirements in respect to the frameing function based on the location of photon-hitting work used in [14].
points, which are obtained as the result of photon
tracing computation, is also the density estimation
3. Bilateral Filtering
problem [10].
One of the most popular density estimation techniques applied in the global illumination problem is Bilateral filtering was introduced in image processthe nearest neighbor method, which is used in the ing and computer vision literature as an efficient
photon mapping algorithm [11]. Usually the number tool to combat noise [17]. It is a non-linear filof nearest photons needed to reconstruct lighting ter which performs feature preserving smoothing
at a given point is set globally for the whole scene in a single pass. Those two seemingly contradicwhich may lead to excessive noise or smoothing in tory goals are achieved using the Gaussian filter
   in the image space with simultareconstructed lighting. Clearly, should be decided
locally, and some rules for its automatic selection neous penalizing large variations in pixel intensities
! "# . $ 
must be provided. In photon mapping this problem using another Gaussian filter
is overcome by avoiding a direct display of light- denotes the spatial filter support whose extent deter&' of pixels ( which are centered
ing reconstructed using the photon map but instead mines the set %
&
around a pixel . $ controls
a costly final gathering rendering is performed.
* &' the influence of ( on
the
filtered
pixel
intensity
of the
Myszkowski [13] attempted to display directly
* ) &'-, as* a function
 + in the input
+
(
difference
in
intensities
photon maps using a modified nearest neighbor
&
method in which is locally adjusted based on local image for pixels ( and . The bilateral filter can be
lighting complexity. The region at which photons formulated as follows:
are collected is iteratively expanding until the resulting illumination estimate is significantly different than the ones obtained in the previous steps or a
gation in the framework of radiosity methods [6, 4].
However, those methods usually involve high memory costs and are inefficient in handling non-diffuse
environments.
In this paper we consider the algorithm proposed
in [14] and we include it into the framework of a traditional frame-by-frame animation production software Insight which is available as a plug-in for the
3D Studio Max system. Therefore, for practical reasons, we consider only previous frames while in the
original algorithm [14] the following frames are also
temporally processed. For the cost reasons we abandon the application of Animation Quality Metric for
determining the stopping condition. Instead we use
an energy-based error metric for stopping condition,
which is perhaps too conservative in terms of the
number of traced photons but works very robustly.
Our main focus in this paper is an improvement of
photon density estimation which leads to a better
reconstruction of lighting details and therefore improves the overall animation quality. In the following section we briefly discuss previous work on photon density estimation.
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Bilateral filtering was successfully used in a
number of different applications in computer graphics. Durand and Dorsey [7] proposed a novel tone
mapping operator in which high-dynamic range images are decomposed into two layers (a base layer
encoding large scale variations and a detail layer)
and then the contrast is compressed only in the former layer while leaving the detail untouched. The
base layer is obtained by means of the bilateral filter which preserves high contrast edges and removes
high-spatial frequency details of lower contrast.
Fleishman et al. [8] and Jones et al. [12] applied
bilateral filtering to mesh denoising while preserving important features of input geometrical models.
This required the extension of bilateral filter formulation from two-dimensions to manifolds in three dimensions. Choudhury and Tumblin [2] introduced
trilateral filtering which additionally smoothes signals towards a sharply bounded, piecewise linear
approximation. Trilateral filtering performs slightly
better than its bilateral counterpart for signals with
sharp changes in gradients and quickly changing
*
signals for which too many (  samples is treated
as outliers. Those improvements are achieved at
expense of significant increase in the computation
cost.
In this work we consider bilateral filtering in the
context of global illumination computation which
is performed for mesh elements using photon density estimation. The basic bilateral filtering formulation in Equation 1 remains valid. The only difference is that instead of neighboring pixels we consider neighboring mesh elements. Thus, the distance
& , (
is simply measured between the gravity
centers of mesh elements. Since in our application
the photon density estimation is performed in spacetime domain we need to extend the bilateral filter by
introducing the time stamps   for estimated illumi* &'
* 
( at mesh elements & and ( .
nation
and
Also, an additional Gaussian filter  with the support $  is added to control the temporal extent of
filtering:
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where  ) ,+ denotes the currently processed frame
and   denotes the maximum number of frames
processed in the temporal domain.
In the following section we describe our lighting
reconstruction algorithm utilizing space-time bilateral filtering as specified in Equation 2. We start
from the outline of overall photon tracing and animation rendering procedure.

4. Rendering Overview
After preparing animation paths for all moving objects and camera using 3D Studio Max the rendering
plug-in Insight is activated to perform the global illumination computation and frame rendering. The
computation is initialized by tracing a pilot number
of photons -/.10 2 354 for the first frame in the animation and estimating the resulting global accuracy of
lighting simulation 6 .70 2 354 (refer to [18] for details
how to compute 6 ). Based on 6 .10 2 354 , the requested
maximum error 6  and   (those two parameters are decided by the user) the number of photons
per frame -98;: =< is found as:
- 8>: =< 

6 .1 0 2 354 # - 1. 0 2 354
 
6 
  

(3)

This number of photons is then traced for each
frame and the number of hit points for each mesh
element are recorded.
Since the temporal processing requires immediately   frames, photon tracing is repeated 
times for the very first frame in the animation. For
each instance of the first frame - 8>: =< different photons are traced and the resulting number of hit points
are counted separately for all mesh elements. As
the subsequent frames are computed the photon hit
point counters for each instance of the first frame
are one-by-one overwritten. After this initialization
the processing of each subsequent frame proceeds
as follows:
1. Update object positions accordingly to their
animation paths.
2. Update ray tracing acceleration data.
3. Trace - 8>: =< photons and count hit points for
each mesh element.

4. Reconstruct the indirect lighting for the current frame using photon hit counters for 
recent frames.
5. Ray trace the current frame using lighting reconstructed in the previous step.
6. Reset the number of photon hit points in the
data structures for the oldest frame.

reduction of noise but may also lead to increase of
the spatial and temporal blur as discussed in the Introduction section. The level of blur is controlled
by the value of $ . The smaller $ the more details
in reconstructed lighting possibly at expense of increasing noise. In the following sections we discuss
the choice of values for $  , $  , and $ .
5.1.1. Temporal Domain: $ 
The value of $  is decided by the user by fixing the maximum number of temporally processed
#   , which results
frames   . We set $   +
in the smallest temporal weight      
+
. The weight values   are precomputed for
all frames *)
5   and stored in the lookup
table.

In our current implementation it is assumed that
the number of mesh elements does not change for
all frames in a temporally processed animation sequence, which is a reasonable assumption for rigid
body animation. For animations involving changes
in mesh connectivity and topology some tracking of
mesh parents would be required to process them in
temporal domain.
Because of fixed number of mesh elements the

data structures for storing hit point counters are 5.1.2. Spatial Domain: $
static and very simple. For each mesh element 
counters of photon hit points are used to store the
data for each frame separately. Those counters are
cyclically updated when the subsequent animation
frames are processed.
During ray tracing the direct illumination is
computed from scratch for each frame and the indirect illumination is estimated using our spatiotemporal photon density estimation algorithm.
In the following section we focus on the lighting
reconstruction using space-time bilateral filtering.

 

 







5. Lighting Reconstruction
Our density estimation algorithm is based on Equation 2. The choice of $ values used in this equation
we describe in Section 5.1. This choice is very important because it decides upon the accuracy of reconstructed lighting and overall animation quality.
In Section 5.2 we provide
concerning mesh
*  details
&' and *   (  which are
illumination estimates
also used in Equation 2. Finally, in Section 5.3 we
summarize our bilateral filtering algorithm and we
consider its simplifications towards the traditional
Gaussian space-time filtering.

5.1. Bilateral Filtering Parameters

Figure 2: Ring neighborhoods for the mesh element
& . In the neighborhood expansion for the mesh element & three edge-connected triangles are considered as the 1-ring neighborhood (marked in blue).
The 2-ring neighborhood (marked in green) contains all remaining triangles which are vertex connected to & (usually there are 9 such triangles for
a regular mesh). The 3- and 4-ring neighborhoods
are composed of triangles that are edge- and vertexconnected (marked in yellow and cyan, respectively)
to all triangles in the 2-ring neighborhood. Further
ring neighborhoods are found in the same way by
searching for edge- and vertex-connected triangles
to the previous even ring neighborhoods.

A proper application of space-time bilateral filtering for mesh illumination processing requires reasonable values of $ for all three Gaussian filters in
The value of $  is selected adaptively for each


Equation 2. Increasing $ and $ leads to increas- processed mesh element & as a function of lighting
ing the number of photons used for illumination es- in local neighborhood. The main objective here is
timate for a given mesh element. This results in the

to keep the stochastic noise in filtered lighting on a
similar level for all mesh elements.
Let us recall that for the static scene a local measure of stochastic noise in illumination estimate can
be computed as a relative mean deviation 
(ex$
pressed in percents) [18]:

 ++ 

$ 



  # *  &' where  is set

patterns. We set $
globally for the whole scene by the user based upon
the desired level of details in reconstructed lighting
(limited by the mesh granularity) and the amount of
tolerable stochastic noise. In the following section
we describe our approach to estimate the value of
*  &'
.

(4)

5.2. Mesh Illumination Estimates

where is the number of photons hitting the filter
support. For example the suppression of stochastic
 requires that 400 phonoise to the level of $ 
tons hit the filter support. In the derivation of Equation 4 (refer to [18]) it is assumed that the probability to hit the filter support area by a particular photon
traced in the scene is sufficiently small, which usually holds well in practice.
We use the illumination accuracy in Equation 4
& . At
to select adaptively $  for each
 mesh element
&
first, the number of photons
hitting for all temporally processed frames  )
   is computed. In order to achieve the  desired
  illumina$
tion accuracy 
the condition
must be
satisfied. If this is not the case then subsequent
neighboring mesh elements ( must be processed until the total number of collected photons is bigger
than . For each processed ( all photons for frames
*)
   are always considered.
All mesh elements ( that are included into the
spatial filter support are organized into ring neighborhoods surrounding & (refer to Figure 2). The subsequent ring neighborhoods are considered
 one-byone starting from the smallest rings until photons
are collected or the maximum number of rings to
be processed is reached. The number is decided by
the user to prevent excessive computation costs for
very dim regions in the scene, possibly at expense
of some visible noise.
The illumination accuracy measure in Equation 4 holds well for photon density estimation in
static environments but in practice we extend the
spatial filter support by one ring neighborhood to
compensate for temporal changes in illumination
and the resulting suppression of outliers by ! . The
external ring radius : 0  is found as the largest distance between centroids of & and ( in this ring. The
# : 0  is set, which is equivalent
value of $   +
to the spatial filter truncation at '$  as suggested in
[7].



 

 





At the first step of space-time density estimation for
& and frame  ) the reference illuminamesh element
*  &'
tion
must be found because it is required to
compute $ and  in Equation 2. Since for each
frame only a relatively small number of photons
*  &'is
traced (refer to Equation 3) the estimate of
based only on photons for frame  ) would be too
*  &'
noisy. To increase the robustness of
estimate
the number of photons hitting & is averaged for five
frames  )
  (five frames were chosen experimentally and this is usually a good trade-off between
excessive noise and blur). For the same reason il*  
( for any mesh element 
(  % &'
lumination
is estimated based on photons collected for frames
  
5    which results in the following formulation:
   

(
*      
#
(
(5)
# 
( :<
  
( denotes the number of photons for the
where

 

 



( : <  is the surface
mesh element ( and frame   , 
area of ( , and  is the radiant flux carried by each

photon (refer to [11]
*    for details how can be computed). For the
( estimate at the beginning or
the end of considered animation segment (frames  ) ,
  ,    , and    ) the five nearest frames in
time domain that are available are chosen.
*  &'
*  
and
In our estimates
( we average the
number of photons in time domain because for most
scene regions local illumination changes slowly and
our emphasis is on preserving spatial details in lighting distribution. Figure 3 summarizes
our scheme
*7  &'
*  
( estifor selecting frames to derive
and
mates.

5.3. Filtering

*  &'
When the values of $  , $  , $ , and
are computed for a given mesh element & bilateral filtering as specified in Equation 2 is performed. At
*   &'
5.1.3. Influence: $
first
for the mesh element & and for frames
5   are processed. In the same way
The value of $ must adapt to the local illumina- * ) 
 for all mesh elements ( (located within the
(
tion level in order to be sensitive to local lighting
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Figure 3: Illumination estimates
( for mesh elements ( and frames   that are used in Equation 2 are
computed by averaging the number of photons hitting each ( for five neighboring frames in time domain.
ring of radius 1: 0 centered at & ) are processed starting from the smallest ring neighborhoods.
Note that the choice of $  and $  is valid for
other space-time filtering techniques, for example
simple Gaussian filtering. In the latter case $ must
not be estimated and the weights ! are simply ignored in Equation 2. All the remaining steps of animation rendering remain the same as for bilateral
filtering.

sults. The noise is significantly reduced in respect
to the non-filtered image in Figure 4a and excessive blur visible in Figure 4b is avoided. All images
shown in Figure 4 were obtained using 557,000 photons.
In the second experiment the performance of
Gaussian and bilateral filtering is evaluated for an
animated sequence. The number of temporally pro+ were considered and 
cessed frames   
+ + and   +
were set. Figures 5a and c show
the result of Gaussian filtering that leads to tempo6. Results
ral blur in reconstructed lighting. Such excessive
blurring (perhaps at expense of some visible noise)
In this section we present the results that we ob- can be avoided when bilateral filtering is applied (retained using our techniques for four scenes of var- fer to Figures 5b and d). For all frames in Figure 5
ious complexity (refer to Table 1 for details).
454,400 photons per frame were considered.
Figures 6b and 7b show sample animation
Number of Number of
frames
obtained using bilateral filtering. The numScene
Triangles
Lights
+ were
ber of temporally processed frames   

+
+


+
GLASS
122,244
1
considered and
and
were set for
BOX
44,444
4
both scenes. Those scenes contain many very small
SALON
159,252
39
mesh elements that collect a very small number of
SALA
27,507
12
photons and therefore exhibit significant noise in
the lighting function. This leads to strong fluctuaTable 1: Test scenes complexity.
tions of illumination between neighboring triangles,
which bilateral filtering interprets as important lighting details and tends to preserve. To overcome this
The goal of the first experiment was to evaluate
problem we adaptively increase $ for those mesh
the quality of reconstructed caustic for the GLASS
elements that collect a very small number of phoscene shown in Figure 4d. Only the static case was
tons. For Figures 6b and 7b such an increase of
considered, i.e., time domain was ignored. Figure 4a
$ is performed when the number of collected phoshows an unfiltered caustic that results from simple
tons is below 16 per mesh element. In practice, this
bucketing of photon hit points for each mesh elemeans that for such elements filtering characteristics
ment. Figure 4b shows the
of Gaussian filter  result
adaptively evolves towards Gaussian filtering when

+

+


ing with adaptive $ for
i.e. $
(rethe number of photons decreases. Figures 6a and 7a
fer to Section 5.1.2). The result of bilateral filtering
show the corresponding results for the same number
shown in Figure 4c was obtained for the same setting
photons without any filtering. In order to obtain a



of $ . The value
was set for the parameter that
similar quality of frames as in Figures 6b and 7b for
decides upon the influence of illumination samples
traditional frame-by-frame computation and filterfrom neighboring triangles to the illumination value
ing performed only in the spatial domain at least ten
at the filtered triangle (refer to Section 5.1.3). As it
times more photons must be traced. However, temcan be seen bilateral filtering produces the best re

















(a) No filtering

(b) Gaussian filtering

(c) Bilateral filtering

(d) Bilateral filtering

Figure 4: Caustic reconstruction for the
by the polygonal structure of the glass.

GLASS

scene. Notice that the shape of caustics is affected

poral flickering is very difficult to eliminate when
the processing of photons is limited only to spatial
domain.
Scene
Ph. Trac.
Bilateral
Rendering
Total

GLASS

BOX

SALON

SALA

10.82
3.57
11.34
25.73

8.19
10.60
14.35
33.14

19.87
29.00
68.00
116.87

5.23
6.74
43.26
55.23

by spatio-temporal bilateral filtering is quite significant and directly depends on the number of polygons. In our current implementation the filtering is
performed for all mesh elements in the scene. This
could be improved by lazily performed filtering only
for those mesh elements that are directly visible.

7. Conclusions

In this paper we investigated the use of bilateral filtering for lighting reconstruction in the framework
of histogram-based density estimation method. We
found that bilateral filtering has many desirable
properties in this task such as efficient removal of
stochastic noise while preserving sharp features in
the lighting function. Through applying bilateral
filtering in spatio-temporal domain a smaller number of photons per frame can be traced and temporal
Table 2 summarizes timings obtained for all four flickering is substantially reduced.
We applied bilateral filtering in the framework
tested scenes. As can be seen the overhead incurred

Table 2: Timings for various stages of the frame
computation. Rendering is performed using ray
tracing and the indirect lighting (computed and filtered in the photon tracing stage) is interpolated
based on the values stored in mesh vertices. All
timings are given in seconds and are measured on
a Pentium 4, 3.2 GHz processor.

(a) Gaussian filtering

(b) Bilateral filtering

(c) Gaussian filtering

(d) Bilateral filtering

Figure 5: Space-time lighting reconstruction for the BOX scene. Notice that the caustic resulting
from the flying glass sphere is blurred along the sphere motion trajectory in a) or is almost completely
washed out in c) for Gaussian filtering. Those undesirable effects are significantly suppressed in b)
and d) when bilateral filtering is used.

of Insight plug-in for the 3D Studio Max system. preservation of perceivable details in reconstructed
As a result an efficient solution for high-quality an- lighting.
imation rendering was obtained. Although, we perform lighting reconstruction in spatio-temporal domain, we avoided costly photon storage as it was References
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